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Abstract
Undertaking regular land condition assessments and forage budgets is considered part of
best management practice (BMP) for graziers in northern Australia. These management
tasks can be complex and require a number of steps both in the paddock and in the office,
along with supporting tools and skills to be able to answer the questions: “what is my current
pasture condition” and “how long will this feed last given the stock in the paddock”?
The Stocktake Plus mobile application (the app) has been developed as a grazing land
management (GLM) decision support tool for north Australian graziers, natural resource
management (NRM) groups and public and private service providers. People can use the
app to improve their knowledge and understanding of land condition monitoring and forage
budgeting with the focus on making better land resource management decisions.
Since the app’s release in April 2013, there has been a strong extension framework based
around it. Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF) staff and other external deliverers
have promoted the app to graziers and NRM staff as part of other contracted projects, in
particular Stocktake workshops and MLA EDGEnetwork workshops (Grazing Land
Management EDGE, Grazing Fundamentals and Nutrition EDGE).
The app’s uptake through registrations has well exceeded the original forecast of 500
registered users. To date over 1500 users have registered and downloaded the app, and of
these 61% (882) are cattle graziers, 12% (172) are mixed enterprise producers and 4% (55)
are sheep producers.
Independent evaluation shows that many users are positive about the app – praising it for
being intuitive, easy to use and navigate, simple and straightforward, and very user friendly.
For some people however, satisfaction and adoption levels were hampered by frustrations
caused by technical, design, and learning issues.
While overall refinements of the app and adoption were progressing well, a significant
technical failure in database back-up function is now stalling further progress.
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Executive summary
This Stocktake Phase III project was undertaken to:
1. Continue app development and refinement based on recommendations from Phase I
and II.
2. Manage the hosting role of the Stocktake Plus webpage.
3. Promote awareness, adoption and application of the app to graziers in northern
Australia.
The project’s objectives (Phase III) were to progress upon the research findings and
recommendations of two previous MLA funded projects:
 MLA project B.NBP.0688 (Phase I): Preliminary investigation into the development of
an electronic forage budget and land condition application for use on hand-held
electronic devices for the northern grazing industry).
 MLA project B.NBP.0693 (Phase II): Phone app for pasture management – overview
of development.
The project team collaborated with the development company (NOW Communications Pty
Ltd), contracted directly by Meat & Livestock Australia (MLA), by providing necessary
research, development and extension (RD&E) expertise to ensure the functionality of the
app was technically correct, logical and practical for graziers in northern Australia.
Three integrated products were developed:
1.
Stocktake Plus app for Apple (iOS) devices
2.
Stocktake Plus app for Android devices
3.
Stocktake Plus webpage (www.stocktakeplus.com.au), which includes pages on the
use of the app, and support for the app, along with the ‘Dashboard’ application for
users to securely store and manage their data (via their user account).
The app continues to mirror the widely adopted Queensland Government Stocktake
monitoring software which includes an extensive range of inbuilt support tools, land type fact
sheets, pasture yield and ground cover photo standards, and modelled pasture growth
outputs for a range of land types and locations across northern Australia.
Project management and app testing requirements were substantially more than originally
anticipated and special acknowledgement must be given to DAF colleagues and project
collaborators that have assisted, mostly out of good-will, to ensure the products represented
the best RD&E outcomes.
The project experienced major slippage in the final 12 to16 months, predominantly with
difficulties in updating and releasing a new Android build (version 2.0 #3) and the
deterioration of the app’s database capacity. The decaying database’s capacity severely
impacted the backing-up and syncing functionalities of critical client data and relevant
information (e.g. land condition photos) for both Android (version 2.0 #3) and iOS (version
2.83).
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Despite these set-backs, a 2016 survey conducted by Coutts J&R (2016) of 45 app users
concluded that:


Overall, users appeared to be moderately satisfied with the Stocktake Plus app
(Apple users more satisfied than Android users) and found it moderately easy to use
- satisfaction and adoption levels were hampered by frustrations caused by technical
issues, some design and functionality issues, and lack of understanding and skills.



There is evidence to support the general consensus from graziers of the need for an
app of this type, and an acknowledgement that it provided useful functions otherwise
not available (i.e. ‘out in the paddock’ land condition monitoring and forage
budgeting).

The Grazing Best Management Practice (Grazing BMP) program promotes the app as a
useful land condition monitoring and decision support tool. Its reports have been used as
evidence by graziers across Queensland being audited for accreditation under the Grazing
BMP program. The Stocktake Plus app should continue to be recognised as a grazing land
management decision support tool and should maintain its inclusion within the broader
FutureBeef and MLA programs (especially Stocktake workshops).
It is recommended that industry and its partners:
 continue the Stocktake Plus app project
 engage a software developer to establish and support a stable operating platform for
both Android and iOS builds
 develop a complementary web-based version of the app. This could potentially
increase interoperability capacity of the app with other relevant industry mobile apps
and software programs (e.g. FORAGE Vegmachine) where appropriate.
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1 Background
Digital applications within the agricultural sector have increased rapidly in recent years
through the advancement of mobile technologies. In July 2016, MLA unveiled a visionary
plan (the Value Chain Digital Strategy) to accelerate the digital future of Australia’s red meat
and livestock industries both on-farm and through the supply chain.
Stocktake Plus is the first production decision support app for FutureBeef and MLA, and
represents the next generation in FutureBeef decision support tools. The app has been
developed primarily as a grazing land management decision support tool for north Australian
graziers, NRM groups and public and private sector extension providers.
This project (Phase III) was undertaken to build on the research findings and
recommendations of two previous MLA funded projects:



MLA project B.NBP.0688 (Phase I - completed in 2011): Preliminary investigation
into the development of an electronic forage budget and land condition application for
use on hand-held electronic devices for the northern grazing industry).
MLA project B.NBP.0693 (Phase II – completed in 2013): Phone app for pasture
management – overview of development.

The app can be used on multiple devices within the one Stocktake Plus account which
permits all grazing family members access to the same account whilst on-the-go.
Importantly, Stocktake Plus works without the need for mobile phone reception and is a
vehicle for promoting the best management practices (BMPs) of monitoring grazing land
condition, and undertaking short-term forage budgeting, for more proactive management of
pasture and livestock.
The practices of forage budgeting and land condition monitoring are considered grazing
BMPs and form part of the Stocktake methodology (Paton and Ainsworth 2004). A forage
budget assists graziers to meet ground cover and residual yield targets at the end of the
grazing period to maintain and/or improve land condition. It assists the grazier to decide:
1. if it is safe to carry more stock than planned;
2. to carry the same number for longer;
3. if there is not enough pasture to safely carry the number of stock you have for the length
of time you want; and
4. in planning for wet season paddock rest to improve land condition.
The Stocktake Plus app continues to be based on the industry-recognised Stocktake
program developed by DAF. Users of the app can utilise mobile devices to improve their
knowledge and understanding of land condition monitoring and forage budgeting to make
better resource management decisions. As a result, the app has been incorporated into
FutureBeef’s Stocktake workshops (a one-day training package).
Results from a 2016 survey (Coutts J&R) of 45 app users concluded that:


42% (19 respondents) had attended a Stocktake workshop



84% (38 respondents) were located in Queensland
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73% (33 respondents) used Apple devices – of these 58% (19 respondents) used an
iPhone only, 24% (8 respondents) used an iPad only, and 18% (6 respondents) used
both an iPhone and iPad



27% (12 respondents) used Android devices – of these only two used a tablet



30% (14 respondents) had used the app once or twice and 29% (13 respondents)
had used the app between 3 and 12 times (7 on average)



47% (21 respondents) used the app for both forage budgeting/carrying capacity
calculations and land condition monitoring, while 20% (9 respondents) used it
primarily for forage budgeting/carrying capacity calculations and 13% (6
respondents) primarily for land condition monitoring.

Feedback indicates that the Stocktake Plus app has influenced many users decisions to
make property changes, with those having attended Stocktake workshops (or similar)
appearing more likely to have done so. Changes to managing carrying capacity and stocking
rates were the most common, while other changes included increased and improved pasture
monitoring, and changes to the timing of rotations.
Some examples of the on-farm practice changes made by users of the Stocktake Plus app
are detailed below:
Adjustments to carrying capacity and stocking rates:


Helped decide carrying capacity on new agistment country we were unfamiliar with.



I hoped to get a better understanding of carrying capacity of the land, and what the
soil would cope with…we have reduced our stocking rate in one paddock as a result
of the Forage Budgeting.



It certainly allows me to identify opportunities e.g. last August it identified that I could
have had more cattle, but I could not afford it at the time.



It certainly influences the number of cattle we put in paddocks – both increases and
decreases. So it has been useful. In the past we ran 1 beast per 10 acres, but now
we can adjust the numbers more accurately.

Increased/improved pasture monitoring:


Helped monitor pasture improvement through watching monitoring sites more
closely.



Helped the way that I monitor pasture growth.



Established more monitoring sites on my property.

Changed rotation timing:


It is exactly what I want…it is about having it in the paddock and knowing what the
value of the feed is, and when to move the cattle.



Helped in the time cows spend in paddocks.



Helped manage the timing of rotations.

Of the producers who indicated the app had not influenced their decisions, several
suggested that that it was too early to make changes and they had not been using the app
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for long enough. This would suggest that if graziers adopted forage budgeting, they are more
likely to make changes in the short term, as the land condition monitoring is more likely to
influence (management) change in the longer term.

2 Projective objectives
The project objectives are:
1. Stocktake app embedded in relevant FutureBeef extension activities and training
packages.
2. Train-the-trainer conducted with at least six FutureBeef extension staff.
3. Self-paced video tutorials developed.
4. Communicate and promote availability, features and benefits of the Stocktake Plus app
for increased uptake by producers and industry. This will include a minimum of two
Feedback magazine articles.
5. Manage hosting and maintenance activities with app development company (NOW
Communications).
6. Timely support of the Stocktake Plus app and regular monitoring of feedback for future
development and improvement.
7. Evaluation of adoption of the Stocktake Plus app and impact to producer practices over
three years completed.

3 Methodology
The project team undertook the following steps to achieve the project objectives:
1. Devise an evaluation plan to measure the adoption and impact on producer practices of
the Stocktake Plus app.
2. Develop a capacity building strategy detailing:
 How the Train the Trainer will be conducted (including which staff to receive training)
 Development of online support products
 Communications and promotion strategy developed (including a plan for self-paced
tutorials) for increased uptake of Stocktake Plus app
Final report to include analysis of financial sustainability relating to the cost of the app moving
forward.

4 Results
4.1 Refinement of the Stocktake Plus app
Three interlinked products were continually refined within this project:
1.
2.
3.

Stocktake Plus app for Apple (iOS) devices
Stocktake Plus app for Android devices
Stocktake Plus webpage, which incorporates pages on the use of the app including
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), help video tutorials and help fact sheets, along
with the ‘Dashboard’ application for users to securely store and manage their data
through their user account.
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The Stocktake Plus app is available on both Apple and Android app stores and continues to
be a no cost product.
The Stocktake Plus app has been designed to be easy to use, and to work in remote areas
without mobile reception. The Stocktake Plus app:









assists in monitoring grazing land condition by logically guiding the user through the
process
stores monitoring information and produces reports, including long-term carrying
capacity calculations, based on user input
guides the user through a basic or detailed forage budget
stores rainfall records
stores stock numbers (converts to Adult Equivalents [AEs], displays current stock on
land condition reports, and can import figures to demand section of a forage budget)
directs users to their monitoring sites using GPS functions
helps the user identify their land type(s), using the land type mapping of Queensland
and
backs up all information securely on the internet, which is only accessible by the
user.

The app is more than a digital log; it has many in-built support tools including:







land type sheets
pasture growth modelling tables (GRASP)
ground cover photo standards
pasture yield photo standards
accessible yield calculation sheets
dendrometer for measuring tree densities.

Regretfully, the backing up and data syncing functionality has deteriorated within the latter
stages of the project and this has heavily impacted the project and over-shadowed other
areas of the project’s successes.
Stocktake Plus has been developed specifically for graziers and agri-advisors in northern
Australia, however at this time the land condition functionality is predominantly Queensland
centric due to the underpinning architecture of land type mapping and pasture growth
modelling (PGM). During the project period both Northern Territory and Western Australian
Government counterparts were invited to supply their respective PGM data files to engage
this functionality relative to their respective state and/or territory, however declined due to
other commitments.
It should be noted that the land condition functionality has use elsewhere (e.g. rangeland
areas of New South Wales and South Australia), but users in these regions are limited to
land type mapping available for these areas. Users in other areas can establish their own
monitoring sites and produce reports in a similar manner, however the reports will not
calculate region-specific pasture growth and long-term carrying capacities.
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Forage budgets, rainfall records and other reports continue to have full functionality
irrespective of user location. The forage budgeting component can be applied to any region
provided the user can estimate a starting dry matter yield.
More detailed information on app functionality and grazing land management principles is
available on the Stocktake Plus webpage www.stocktakeplus.com.au or the FutureBeef
webpage www.futurebeef.com.au.

4.2 Stocktake app embedded in relevant FutureBeef extension
activities and training packages
As Stocktake Plus was the first production decision support app for DAF and MLA, the
FutureBeef team were cognisant of refining any technical and functional bugs uncovered
following the app’s official release in April 2013 to accommodate user feedback, ensuring the
integrity of the app and the security of user data. In the first 12 months of release, the team
worked closely with the developer to remediate multiple issues and make some cosmetic
changes to the app’s look and feel (e.g. changing ‘Done’ to ‘Save’).
By August 2014, the project team were confident with the impending release of a new iOS
version 2.83 of the app and tentatively commenced embedding the Stocktake Plus app into
the existing delivery format of all FutureBeef Stocktake workshops. The project team’s
tentativeness evolved from the knowledge that the existing Android build at the time (version
1.0) did not mirror the same functionalities as the impending iOS release (version 2.83).
Additionally, in September 2014 the DAF project team initiated the project’s communication
and promotion strategy.

4.2.1 FutureBeef Stocktake workshops (training package) – one day workshop
The Stocktake workshop (Aisthorpe and Paton 2004) is a paddock-scale land condition
monitoring and forage budgeting package, and is designed to provide participants with the
science, skills and practical applications that underpin the app’s architecture. The Stocktake
package is the primary training workshop in delivering the functionalities and applications for
the Stocktake Plus app. In 2014/2015, 10 Stocktake workshops were delivered; with 75
businesses and 96 individuals participating. In 2015/2016, 10 stocktake workshops were
delivered, with 45 businesses and 74 individuals participating covering in excess of 128,550
hectares, 7,597 cattle and 232 sheep. All workshop participants who attended were exposed
to, and up-skilled in the set-up and application of the app.
Results from a 2016 survey (GR Consulting) of 245 Burdekin and Fitzroy catchment
landholders who had attended a Stocktake workshop concluded that:








25% of landholders changed their practices for long term carrying capacity
17 % of landholders changed how they manage their stocking rate after the
workshop
22% of landholders changed how they monitor land condition
8% of landholders changed how they record stock numbers
17% of landholders improved their GLM to better manage areas of land in declining
condition
22% of landholders improved recovery of degraded land areas
6% of landholders changed their practice in how they managed different land types
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4.2.2 Grazing Best Management Practices (Grazing BMP) project
https://www.bmpgrazing.com.au
Grazing BMP program is a voluntary, industry led program which helps graziers to identify
improved practices which can help improve the long term profitability of their enterprise. It
also assists to identify opportunities for targeted follow-up extension activities and the steps
a grazier needs to take to incorporate best management practices into their enterprise. Over
time it will allow the grazing industry to demonstrate good environmental management to the
wider community. The Grazing BMP has recently expanded to western Queensland and
therefore has become an effective statewide delivery program for extension services.The
Grazing Land Management (GLM) module within Grazing BMP delivery highlights the app’s
availability, application and functionalities, relevant to the standards within the module.
Graziers and stakeholders are encouraged to undertake a Stocktake workshop to provide
participants with the knowledge, skills and science that underpins the Stocktake Plus app’s
architecture.

4.2.3 MLA EDGEnetwork Grazing Land Management
Fundamentals workshops (training packages)

and

Grazing

The Stocktake Plus app is cross pollinated through complementary linkages with the
EDGEnetwork GLM and Grazing Fundamentals workshops. These packages provide an indepth understanding of the scientific principles underpinning the app’s architecture and the
functionalities of the app. Participants of these workshops are recommended to undertake a
Stocktake workshop to reinforce scientific principles and provide participants with the
capacity and practical applications of the app.

4.3 Train-the-Trainer sessions conducted with at least six
FutureBeef extension staff with the capacity to train NRM staff
and consultants (Grazing BMP project)
A ‘one-on-one’ training strategy was implemented within DAF ensuring a ‘state-wide’
coverage of trained Stocktake Plus app deliverers was achieved. Train-the-Trainer activities
were built into Stocktake Workshops with deliverers being mentored by either an external
grazing land management consultant or DAF scientists with grazing land management
experience .
Training has been undertaken with eight DAF staff to deliver further training to other DAF
staff, NRM groups and industry consultants. DAF staff have been trained in the following
Queensland regions:
South-west:

David Phelps and Jenny Milson

North-west:

Emma Hegarty, Rebecca Gunther and Kiri Broad

Far-north:

Megan Willis and Kate Brown

South/South-east:

Megan Gurnett.

An additional two NRM staff were trained in the use of the app. However, these staff have
moved into new positions outside their previous NRM positions. DAF considered the
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requirement of training additional NRM staff, however with the technical issues impacting the
app a decision was made not to progress until the app was functional, reliable and robust.
The value of the skilled DAF staff to apply the functionalities of the Stocktake Plus app
cannot be underestimated. Significant resources were invested in testing, refining and
retesting the different versions of the app, and the technical input of these staff was an
integral part of this process. These staff formed a capable piloting team operating both Apple
and Android devices to provide valuable feedback to the developer on what was working
correctly and incorrectly in the app’s test environment.
A significant amount of unbudgeted, in-kind support was required to manage and test the
app as it was refined (for example, the full time equivalent required by the project leader was
approximately 0.5 rather than the budgeted 0.3). This was done efficiently and effectively to
ensure confidence that any new app build was technically correct prior to any formal release
to either the Apple or Google Play stores.
The laborious and repetitive nature and extent of this process should not be underestimated
for any future app development.

4.4 Self-paced video tutorials developed
The development of a suite of 18 self-paced video tutorials to assist users to register and set
up the Stocktake Plus app to individual requirements was also delivered.
The following support videos were uploaded to YouTube in July 2013 and are available on
the Stocktake Plus website (www.stocktakeplus.com.au ). To date they have received 565
YouTube views.











Introduction to Stocktake Plus app
Getting started
Setting up properties, paddocks
and rain gauges
Setting up a monitoring site
Monitoring stock records
Monitoring land condition
Monitoring rainfall
Forage budgeting
Calculating accessible yield
Reports – forage budget report










Reports – property carrying
capacity report
Reports – rainfall report
Reports – site land condition report
Reports – stock report
More…data back-up and syncing
More…feedback
Stocktake Plus dashboard
overview
Updating the Stocktake Plus app

The following GLM support videos are also available on the FutureBeef website
(www.futurebeef.com.au):





Forage budgeting: Introduction
Forage budgeting: Feed supply
Forage budgeting: Feed demand
Forage budgeting: Bringing it all
together






What is Stocktake pasture
monitoring
ABCD land condition framework
overview
Land condition A
Land condition B
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Land condition C
Land condition D
Rehabilitation of D land condition



Understanding land types for
forage budgeting



Guide to pasture photo monitoring.

The DAF project team were conscious that graziers learn from different information
formats. The team developed an additional 12 fact sheets to support graziers using the
app. The following notes are on the Stocktake Plus website:







Introduction to Stocktake Plus app
Setting up a property
Adding a paddock
Adding a monitoring site
Monitoring land condition
Forage budgeting








Adding an accessible yield sheet
Backing up
Adding a rain gauge
Recording rainfall
Adding a stock record
Calculating sapling tree basal area

4.5 Communicate and promote availability, features and benefits of
the Stocktake Plus app for increased uptake by producers and
industry. This will include a minimum of two Feedback
magazine articles.
Upon the release of the Stocktake Plus app in April 2013, the DAF project team promoted
the app via ABC radio, the Queensland Country Life and through DAF’s regional extension
networks. From April 2013 to August 2014 the app underwent rigorous re-building (inside
and out) to accommodate feedback from industry and an iOS platform upgrade (iOS 6 to iOS
7). Project management of communication and promotion during this timeframe adopted a
passive approach whilst re-building and re-testing were being undertaken.
In September 2014, the project team developed the following communications and
promotion strategy for the app to encourage awareness and adoption:







ABC radio
The Queensland Country Life (QCL)
Beeftalk, CQ Beef and Northern Muster published articles (March and November
2014 publications)
Northern Beef Research Update Conference 2013 (poster presentation)
Australian Rangeland Society Conference 2015 (poster presentations)
DAF regional extension network communication and promotional activities.

Since November 2014, the Stocktake Plus app development and extension team had
commenced active communication and promotion campaigns outlining the app’s purpose
and functionalities. The DAF team have delivered the following promotional activities for the
app:



Northern Beef Research Update Conference 2013 – paper and poster presentation
FutureBeef eBulletin articles:
o 7 May 2013 – Stocktake Plus, a pasture management app for graziers
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6 August 2013 – A “how to…” guide for Stocktake Plus users
1 April 2014 – Forage budgeting what you’ve got and what you need
1 July 2014 – Sustainable grazing guide – online resource from MLA
(includes reference to Stocktake App)
o 3 March 2015 – Now is the time to assess your pastures (Stocktake related
multi-media resources and the page Dry season pasture budget, a guide for
stocking rates)
o 8 February 2016 - Now is the perfect time to start planning.
o 10 May 2016 – Dry season pasture budget, a guide for stocking rates.
FutureBeef Stocktake workshops:
o October 2015 (Mundubbera, Gympie and Kingaroy)
o April 2016 (Charters Towers, Emerald and Canoona)
o May 2016 (Aratula)
o June 2016 (Paraway and Esk)
The Queensland Country Life (QCL):
o Beeftalk, CQ Beef and Northern Muster published articles (March and
November 2014)
o CQ Beef and NQ Register published articles (March 2016)
ABC radio interview (2014)
MLA Feedback magazine article (April 2015)
Australian Rangelands Biennial Conference (Alice Springs - April 2015), paper and
poster presentation
Hot FM Network (March 2016)
Northern Beef Expo 2016 (Charters Towers – March 2016)
Beef Australia 2015 (Rockhampton)- joint DAF/MLA media release
MLA Friday Feedback article (February 2016)
Cloncurry BeefUp Forum (June 2016)
MLA Friday Feedback article (May/June 2016)
Northern Beef Research Update Conference 2016 – paper and poster presentation
o
o
o
















Examples of these communication and promotional activities are attached below. Uptake of
the app through the above active promotional activities has been very positive and is shown
in Figures 1 and 2.
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4.5.1 Northern Beef Research Update Conference 2016 – poster
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4.5.2 Australian Rangeland Society Conference – poster (April 2015)
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4.5.3 Beeftalk article (March 2014)
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4.5.4 Beeftalk article (November 2014)
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4.5.5 MLA Feedback article (March/April 2015)
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4.5.6 MLA Friday Feedback article (February 2016)
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Fig.1: Stocktake Plus app registrations (April 2013 – May 2016)
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Fig. 2: Queensland registered Stocktake Plus app users (April 2013 – June 2016)
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4.6 Manage hosting and maintenance
development company (Fresh).
4.6.1

activities

with

app

Hosting activities (Apple and Android versions) within the project
allows for:

a) users’ ability to sync and back-up their data and monitoring information to a secure
location
b) hosting and updating of the Stocktake Plus website www.stocktakeplus.com.au e.g.
updating the 'news', 'FAQ' section, ‘Support’ section, ‘Feedback’ section and
requesting 'updates' through NOW Communications etc.
c) Managing and directing enquiries and app issues with user accounts to appropriate
persons be it FutureBeef extension staff, DAF Stocktake coordinator, MLA or NOW
Communications.
MLA has a separate contract with NOW Communications and is responsible for managing
the technical support and hours allocated for the relevant project deliverables and outcomes
associated with the app and Stocktake Plus website. MLA, NOW Communications and the
DAF project leader liaise regularly on project progress.

4.6.2 Maintenance activities for Apple and Android versions of the app
A critical component for digital technology development is the ongoing maintenance to
ensure the end product has full functionality and is reliable and robust. The end product
should consider industry feedback and value-adding opportunities to enable the most value
from the app for stakeholders.
Maintenance activities have been collaboratively managed between MLA, DAF and NOW
Communications. Maintenance activities for the Apple and Android versions have been
constant and, at times, demanding since its release. This is typical for app development as
there will always be some need for ongoing maintenance. As such, operational management
must be maintained with focus on continual fine-tuning as issues arise. The DAF project
team has worked diligently with the developers in getting workable builds of the app (iOS
and Android) completed.
Maintenance has two components:
a) Changes to data or structures for example:
i. Options for new functionality (opportunities to link to other tools, etc.)
ii. Changes in formula behind the app
iii. Changes to the structure of supporting information within the app (e.g. pasture
growth tables, land types, etc.)
iv. Any ‘errors’ within the underlying calculations.
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b) Changes to the operating system, for example:
i. Changes to the app’s architecture
ii. New Apple or Android hardware or software that results in the app requiring
modification to be compliant.
iii. Central repository for maintenance or 'feedback' suggestions (coming in via the
website) from users and interested third parties, then regularly raising these with
the MLA/NOW Communications for discussion and/or action.
It should be noted that the project operates in two different developmental environments:
1.

Production environment: These are the app builds that have been formally tested by
DAF and have been officially released to the respective digital stores. The current
production builds the project team are working with are:
a. iOS (Apple): Version 2.83 (released November 2014), and
b. Android: Version 2.0 #3 (released November 2015).

No new platform updates have been officially released since November 2015.
2.

Test environment: These are the app builds that are being tested by DAF for
functionality, rigour and reliability, prior to being approved for official release. The test
builds the project team are using are:
a. iOS (Apple): Version 2.99 (submitted February 2016), and
b. Android: Version 2.0 #5 (submitted April 2016).

The major issue impacting the app has been the decaying database towards the later stage
of the project. Some maintenance needs have been cosmetic (i.e. the look of the app) while
others have occurred following platform updates and interface amendments within the app’s
architecture).
Table 1 lists hosting and maintenance activities that have been addressed with the
developer from April 2013 to April 2016.
It should be noted this is not an exhaustive list and no maintenance has occurred since DAF
received advice from NOW Communications regarding the database issue.
Table 1: Stocktake Plus app maintenance and hosting issues (April 2013 – April 2016)

Date
received

Issue

14/05/2013 Paddock not appearing to add stock numbers
Photos known to have been taken within app not appearing in
29/07/2013 reports
App lost GPS recognition - location services must be set to on for
29/07/2013 app itself
29/07/2013
23/08/2013
27/09/2013
5/10/2013
16/10/2013

Setting location with GPS - error message - continual over 4 days
"App not compatible with device" - error message
Stocktake Dashboard freezes
Issue with back up and syncing (Android in particular)
Device freezing when taking photos in LC monitoring
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Date
received

Issue

23/10/2013 Photos not stored in camera roll or appearing on monitoring site
7/11/2013 Cannot select a region
8/11/2013 Issue with back up and syncing
Southern Gulf (SG) land types do not match corresponding
12/12/2013 description sheet
12/12/2013 Forage budgeting formula incorrect
20/11/2013 Issue with back up and syncing

2014
3/02/2014
10/03/2014
21/03/2014
24/03/2014
27/03/2014
13/05/2014
10/06/2014
12/06/2014

Cannot get reports from Dashboard - freezes
Cannot select a region
Cannot select a region
Cannot select a region
Correction to forage budget formula
NOTE: Major iOS 7 interface update
Fixes for test pilots to download new test builds
More fixes to SG land type information

June 2014

DAF GLM & Stocktake team meetings - original ST+ app wish-list
generated.

03/07/2014

Cosmetic changes to app screen lay-out for forage budgeting
(more intuitive layout)

27/10/2014
30/10/2014
30/10/2014
Nov 2014

Fixes to deleting monitoring sites, paddocks, properties, etc. Land
type sheets added to Tools page, Log-out function added, change
'Done' button to 'Save' button added, fixes to iOS camera bug.
GPS location not working in iOS build
Dendrometer flickering and unavailable in iOS build
iOS v 2.83 officially released

10/12/2014

Unable to download Land Condition site reports from the website
dashboard. No response – blank with spinning wheel icon?

2015
April 2015 ST+ app wish-list was revised and approved

10/04/2015

Unable to download Land Condition site reports from the website
dashboard. No response – blank with spinning wheel icon?

10/04/2015

When attempts are made to export the land condition report as a
CSV file it brings up the headings but no details?

10/04/2015

Also having difficulties when trying to email PDFs from a device to
a PC – it won’t send the whole report, sometimes only one page is
sent instead of two or only half of one page?
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Date
received

Issue

Question…Is it possible to have a default reminder appear upon
opening the ST+ app that the device does not have the latest
23/04/2015 version installed and requests the user to install the latest version?
Client trying to download app and when trying nothing actually
24/04/2015 happens
27/04/2015 Forage budget page not populating fields with data
Search results in the iOS App Store cannot locate the ST+ app? I
have a client wishing to download the ST+ app onto their iPhone
15/07/2015 5.
ST+ dashboard not generating Carrying Capacity & Land
27/07/2015 Condition reports
12/08/2015 iOS build not generating rainfall report - android version only (?).
20/11/2015
23/11/2015
26/11/2015
Nov 2015

Android test build - Col experience back-up & syncing issues. Two
versions on the same phone?
Android test build - TBA will not accept '0' as a value.
Android test build - GPS coordinates not working.
Android v 2.0 #3 officially released

2016
20/01/2016 ST+ website blocked after malware identified
05/02/2016
6/02/2016
09/02/2016
09/02/2016
12/02/2016

New iOS test build v 2.85 incorporating wish-list items. Back-up &
syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.86 – back-up & syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.87 – back-up & syncing issues
Giselle sends through PG information/file for testing
iOS back-up issues need major re-build of app

Android test build (v 2.0 #4) - duplication of properties; Back-up
16/02/2016 and syncing issues
18/02/2016
18/02/2016
19/02/2016
22/02/2016
23/02/2016
25/02/2016
26/02/2016
28/02/2016
29/02/2016
21/03/2016
22/04/2016

New iOS test build v 2.91 - duplicating properties similar to
Android test build? Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.92 - Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.93 - Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.94 - Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.95 - Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.96 - Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.98 - Back-up and syncing issues
New iOS test build v 2.99 - Back-up and syncing issues
New Android test build v 2.0 #4 - Back-up issues
New Android test build v 2.0 #4 - Back-up issues
New Android test build v 2.0 #5
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Advice from NOW Communications is that the existing database within the current structural
architecture supporting the app is incapable of accommodating the data storage
requirements and/or data supportive demands required of it for the project to progress.
This matter severely impacts the functionality of the app which includes, but is not
necessarily limited to:




The ability of clients to securely back-up private data to their personal dashboard.
The ability of new clients registering new user accounts.
The ability of DAF appropriately managing any required hosting and maintenance
activities of the Stocktake Plus website.

The emergence of this major technical issue has been disappointing, and is noted that it is a
separate issue to the other approved wish-list items of April 2015 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Stocktake Plus app approved wish-list and completed items as at 12 February 2016.

DAF has reinforced the view that the app had to be functional, reliable and robust as a digital
application, as these three criteria underpinned any user’s initial experience using the app.
Therefore, the major database issue affecting the app’s functionality has affected DAF’s
ability in delivering contractual project objectives. This is based on the consideration that the
app’s target user base were graziers whom traditionally were not necessarily accustomed to
using digital technologies and could become disengaged through a poor user experience.

4.7 Timely support of the Stocktake Plus app and regular
monitoring of feedback for future development and
improvement.
Since the app’s launch, its adoption has exceeded expectations with favourable feedback
and led to recent enhancements as outlined in Fig. 3. All feedback is viewed by the app’s
development and extension teams as valuable for gauging the app’s user impact and/or as a
resource in discussions for future development strategies.
In addition, following consideration of the advice from NOW Communications with regard to
the major database issues impacting the app’s immediate functionality and future
progression, a joint partners meeting (DAF, MLA and NOW Communications) was held in
April 2016 on DAF’s Spyglass Beef Research Station (Charters Towers). This meeting was
designed to demonstrate the functionalities of the app using practical scenarios to enable an
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external MLA app specialist to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the project. In
September 2016, the following recommendations were provided:

4.7.1 Learn from The Past





Verify that the system being implemented is robust enough to cope with human
factors and error margins. If not, then cease the project and re-plan.
Follow a software development lifecycle and development methodology.
Revisit the analysis stage to decide whether the app needs to function standalone, or
in conjunction with a desktop application or website.
Set metrics for success: number of users, user activity, reliability, etc.

4.7.2 Re-Develop








Create a new prototype user interface for the app and test this with real end-users in
multiple environments.
Verify the formulae, databases and approximations used in the app.
Create formal specifications for the app and other system components to suit
development methodology, based on the existing apps and historic systems.
Create robust test scripts to confirm that any app, website and desktop tools
developed work correctly and reliably.
Select development partner using a balanced scorecard approach.
Develop a new version of the app with a common codebase between Android and
iPhone.
If required, develop desktop or web components of the solution.

4.7.3 Test and Rollout





Test, test and re-test.
Rigorously document the as-implemented solution.
Roll-out app, including communications and training plans.
Implement post-rollout bug management and fixing.

4.7.4 Manage and Review


Periodically Review against metrics set in recommendations.

4.7.5 Verify Robustness
Tests should be carried out to measure the variability of results for both land condition
reporting and forage budgeting when executed by end-users.
The visit to Charters Towers demonstrated large variability in the results between individuals
irrespective of whether they were pasture experts or novices. The variability observed was
large and the figures returned, particularly for forage budgeting, did not appear comparable
between users.
Conversations with both DAF staff and external experts suggest that human factors affect
the variability of results. Variability can be tolerated if consistency in approach is achieved.
Accordingly, DAF staff continue to support graziers undertaking a forage budget as they
build their capacity to monitor and calibrate themselves over months and years to improve
accuracy of records.
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With this in mind, DAF staff disagree with the final recommendation of the app specialist with
regard to defining an acceptable level of variability. The app is a decision support tool and
not a precision support tool, and users being upskilled in the application of the app are
advised of the same and any associated limitations to consider.

4.8 Evaluation of adoption of the Stocktake Plus app and impact to
producer activities over three years completed.
A deliverable for the project includes the development of an evaluation plan (Bath G, 2015)
to measure and evaluate the project. The plan aimed for continual assessment and focuses
on measuring and evaluating the adoption and impact of the app on producers’ knowledge,
skills, attitudes, aspirations and behaviour (i.e. practice change) regarding forage budgeting
and grazing land management.
The ongoing monitoring and evaluation for the project has included:



Annual electronic surveys (eSurveys) to registered users to gauge app use, adoption
and practice change.
Analytics from the project’s website to identify potential improvements to accelerate
adoption.

DAF has undertaken an independent survey (Coutts, J&R. 2016) of the existing Stocktake
Plus user base which included external consultants, NRM staff and DAF staff. The survey
was designed to measure user’s adoption, application, satisfaction, impacts, barriers and
suggested improvements of the app. This report is discussed further in the sections below.

4.8.1 Project progress
Year 1 (2013/14)
The project progressed well in the first 12 months of the three-year contract period, with
remedial work undertaken on issues outlined above. DAF’s development and extension
team had six-weekly webinars with MLA and NOW Communications to discuss all work-inprogress and any current or forecast issues that may impede app development. The project
had budgeted developer time (maintenance and development) for the app of 80 hours, 70
hours and 60 hours respectively for the first, second and third years of the current contract
(this time is managed and budgeted separately between MLA and NOW Communications).
Year 2 (2014/15)
Due to the complex architecture in the Android version (1.3.0) of the app, the developer’s
second year 70 hour time allocation expired sooner than forecast. MLA secured additional
funding to ensure progression of the project. A new iOS build (V 2.83) was released in
November 2014 and a new Android build to mirror iOS version 2.83 was expected in the
short term. Unfortunately, little progress was made on any new Android build. However, a
project ‘wish-list’ was approved by MLA and NOW Communications in April 2015 (Fig. 3) in
an attempt to prioritise all future app development based on user feedback.
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Year 3 (2015/16)
DAF worked with the developer in an earnest attempt to get a new Android build delivered
and released, but further technical/coding issues with the Android platform emerged. A new
Android build (V 2.0 #3) was released in November 2015, but unfortunately, not long after
the release the development team experienced multiple failures in the functionality of the
app and the database storage capabilities as previously described. As a consequence of
these major issues, DAF initiated an external review of the app to gauge:





user satisfaction of the app
impact of the app
identifying the barriers for the app’s adoption and application
any suggested improvements (by users) for the app.

4.8.2 Key findings: Stocktake Plus app - Impact evaluation report
The aim of this project was to develop a user-friendly, robust and reliable app that producers
can use as a grazing land management decision support tool. In April 2016, DAF engaged
an external consultant (J & R Coutts) to conduct a comprehensive review of the Stocktake
Plus app. “The Stocktake Plus app - Impact Evaluation Report” (Coutts, J&R. 2016) reports
on the app’s effectiveness, and issues to be addressed to maximise its value.

I. User satisfaction


Overall, users appeared to be moderately satisfied with the Stocktake Plus app
(Apple users more satisfied than Android users) and found it moderately easy to use
- satisfaction and adoption levels were hampered by frustrations caused by technical
issues, some design and functionality issues, and lack of understanding and skills.



There was a general consensus of the need for this type of app and
acknowledgement that it provided useful functions otherwise not available (i.e. ‘out in
the paddock’ land condition monitoring and forage budgeting).

II. Impact of the app on users


Feedback indicates that the Stocktake Plus app has influenced a number of users to
make property changes, with those having attended Stocktake workshops (or similar)
appearing more likely to have done so. Changes to managing carrying capacity and
stocking rates were the most common, while other changes included increased and
improved pasture monitoring, and changes to the timing of rotations.



Of the producers who indicated the app had not influenced their decisions, several
suggested that that it was too early to make changes and they had not been using
the app for long enough – although some noted it would likely influence their
decisions in the longer term. A number of others felt the app had instead reaffirmed
their existing knowledge and provided validation of their current decisions. A few
producers used the app as a recording device rather than a decision making tool.



Improved record keeping, particularly the ability to digitally store photos and
information all in one spot, was a benefit already observed and valued by a number
of users. Other benefits observed included an increased interest and understanding
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of pasture management; validation of current practices; and help meeting
accreditation requirements.


Almost half of app users from the survey had already observed or were expecting
benefits from using the Stocktake Plus app.



Although these users indicated having made changes and/or observed benefits as a
result of using the Stocktake Plus app, there were few examples of these translating
yet to actual impact on property profitability or sustainability. Impacts that were
observed primarily related to improvements in paddock and pasture and/or livestock
condition.

III. Barriers to user adoption


Technical issues were consistently identified as one of the major factors limiting the
adoption of and active use of the Stocktake Plus app. These technical issues
(particularly with Android versions) were seen to have reduced producer, as well as
consultant and extension officer confidence, that Stocktake Plus is a reliable and
useful app.



Examples of technical issues experienced included: freezing and crashing; lost data;
layout and design glitches (e.g. flashing dendrometer, land types not displaying);
accuracy of data output (e.g. inaccurate forage budgeting calculations, inconsistent
calculations between Apple and Android versions); and issues caused by not having
mobile reception.



While the majority of users believed the app was fairly easy to use, some producers
expressed frustrations with the app’s complexity, difficulties with the basic setup, and
a general lack of knowledge on how to use the app.



There were suggestions by extension staff that a lack of resources and capacity for
extension officers to provide adequate support to producers was hindering further
adoption of the Stocktake Plus app.



Some producers interviewed expressed concerns about the industry’s apathy and
reluctance to change, particularly older farmers who are seen by some as unwilling
(or unable) to adopt new technologies.

IV. Addressing barriers to user adoption


Technical issues: The most effective way to improve the Stocktake Plus app is to
ensure that it functions completely and consistently on both Apple and Android
devices without any technical issues.



Design and functionality: The issues of the lack of accurate land type options and
support locations must be addressed – even if this is through clearer communication
of the app’s limitations and intended target regions.



Producer competency: Every effort must be made to ensure producers are
competent and confident using the app.



Producer attitudes and awareness: Producers need to be made (even more) aware
of the benefits of using the Stocktake Plus app. Case studies of those users who
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have observed positive impacts as a result of the app could be used to encourage
adoption.

V. Suggested improvements from users


Improvements to the Stocktake Plus interface: A cleaner Apple interface to reflect the
new iOS operating system; displaying a map of a user’s property on the dashboard
showing the locations of pasture sites, paddocks, and rain gauges; less screens to
navigate before entering data; including a reminder to save page information; and
increasing the font size to assist older users.



New features: More flexibility in moving stock between paddocks and recording these
movements; report rolling rainfall for the previous year; increased applicability to
southern systems; ability to retrieve lost usernames and passwords; ability to record
each animal’s tag; the ability to work in RCS methodology; adding a rotation
recording system; adding a GIS property mapping feature; ability to integrate with
other tools/software (e.g. iHerd, Grazfeed); and complementing dry matter yield
assessments with cover assessments.

 Data exporting: 13 out of 25 (52%) users from the 2015 feedback survey would find
the ability to export reports helpful, with comments suggesting this would be useful
for further analysis. One interviewed extension officer explained that the app can
output data to other software packages, though this function is not widely used, if at
all, and does not seem to be promoted by extension officers.
 Training and support: More training and support using the app to ensure users have
confidence to use it properly on their own. Producers interviewed tended to use only
one of the two parts of the app, which may reflect their preferences or lack of a full
understanding by them or their advisor.

VI. Stocktake Plus app - Impact evaluation report - recommendations


Recommendation 1: The Stocktake Plus app has demonstrated that it does have
practical application and is broadly supported by producers and extension
officers/consultants despite some technical issues and limitations. Support for the
app should continue and provisions made to quickly address the issues that have
been identified.



Recommendation 2: Prioritise fixing the current technical issues with the app before
making any other design or functionality changes. This is key to rebuilding and
continuing to build producer and extension officer confidence in the reliability and
dependability of the app.



Recommendation 3: Promote ongoing improvements to the app through FutureBeef
communication channels as well as case studies of producers who are effectively
improving their productivity through the use of the app.



Recommendation 4: Ensure producers are adequately supported in using the app
through a combination of one-on-one extension and Stocktake workshops (or
similar). This support may need to be built into existing extension programs.



Recommendation 5: Explore the options for future development that maintain the
desirable simplicity of the app, while providing more information and flexibility to
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account for the vast complexity and variety of land types and production contexts
within which the app could be used.


Recommendation 6: Ensure resources are available for continual development of
the app, so that it keeps pace with technological development of the devices, both
Android and Apple.



Recommendation 7: Explore options to contract an app developer to remediate the
existing issues impacting the app’s functionality. It is noted that a good understanding
of the grazing industry is preferable.



Recommendation 8: Undertake case studies of those users who have observed
positive impacts as a result of using the app. Use these to promote the benefits of
using the Stocktake Plus app.

5 Conclusions/recommendations
Recommendations for the Stocktake Plus app project are based on the project’s final report
key findings and recommendations together with the project leader’s personal
communications with DAF beef extension officers and private consultants.
The conclusions and recommendations reported are delivered in conjunction with the agreed
objectives of the project, and with due diligence relevant to the following reports:



Mr David Swaddle (Learning Plan) – Stocktake Plus Options review (2016)
Coutts J&R (2016) – Stocktake Plus app (impact evaluation report)

5.1 Continuing the Stocktake Plus app in all relevant FutureBeef
extension activities and training packages
Continue including the Stocktake Plus app within all relevant FutureBeef extension activities,
while explaining the existing limitations to the app’s functionality (i.e. database) and any
issues relative to these limitations whilst these remain unfixed. All technical issues currently
impacting the app’s functionality should be addressed as a priority and be regularly
monitored and reviewed based on its future progress. There is an urgent need to prioritise
the fixing of current technical issues with the app before making any other design or
functionality changes. This was key to rebuilding the app and continuing to build producer
and extension officer confidence in the reliability and dependability of the app.
The barriers identified in the evaluation report (Coutts J&R, 2016) included difficulties with
basic set up, a general lack of user knowledge on how to use the app and the overall app’s
complexity. Some of these barriers can be contributed to a poor initial user experience
related to the technical issues impacting it’s intuitiveness.
App reviews should also be conducted as part of extension projects promoting the adoption
of grazing land best management practices within the beef industry.
We are confident that the underlying mathematical architecture supporting the app and the
resultant calculated outputs are accurate to undertake land condition monitoring and forage
budgeting with the app.
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5.2 Future extension, communication and promotion strategy:
availability, features and benefits of the Stocktake Plus app
FutureBeef communication channels (eBulletins, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) will raise
awareness of the app and how it is being used by producers. In addition, the timely articles
will be submitted for publications (MLA Feedback magazine, Beeftalk, CQ Beef, Northern
Muster, etc.) to promote the app. The incorporation of training webinars is still a
communication opportunity available however, regional and remote internet capabilities
hamper this approach.
The Stocktake Plus app’s Impact Evaluation Report (Coutts, J&R. 2016) detailed the need
(of the beef/sheep industry) for an app of this type and acknowledged that it provided useful
functions otherwise not available (i.e. ‘out in the paddock’ land condition monitoring and
forage budgeting).
Continuing communication activities with end-user groups for explaining the existing
limitations of the app’s functionality (i.e. database) and any issues relative to these
limitations whilst these remain unfixed is required. Should the current technical issues
impacting the app be remedied (to the satisfaction of Phase IV partners), then all parties can
actively recommence promoting the app with confidence.

5.3 Continued evaluation of adoption of the Stocktake Plus app
and impact to producer practices
Broader industry surveys as listed below also contribute to gauging producer’s awareness
and use of the app.




The FutureBeef surveys on the project’s communication approaches.
The annual web survey (with efforts to encourage users to respond) provides a
basis to continue to monitor the app’s functionality and effectiveness.
Case studies of producers who effectively use the app in their decision-making
processes would provide further insights and extension materials.

All future monitoring and evaluation activities should follow the process outlined in the
project’s Milestone 4 report (Bath, G. 2015) and consider incorporating the strategies as
detailed above.
Discussions beyond 2016 can explore potential Phase IV project opportunities such as MLA
funding and/or other collaborative operational partnerships.

5.4 NOW Communications (the developer)
As previously stated, the last 12 months of the project has been disappointing and has
impeded attempts to reach project milestones.
However, DAF are confident the current technical issues impacting the app can be resolved
to the benefit of the northern beef and sheep industries.
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5.5 Recommendations of purchase cost for the Stocktake Plus app
The impact of the Stocktake Plus app was measurable by the adoption of the tool and
changes in producer practices and on-ground outcomes. The results from a recent survey
has demonstrated the on-farm impact of the app in the three years since its launch, and
need of an application of this type. Further, the integration of the app within the FutureBeef
extension activities will continue to ensure industry and stakeholders get the most value from
the app.
With due consideration of the technical issues impacting the app’s functionality within this
project period, it is recommended that the app remain free to users to restore confidence
within the current user base upon remediation of all issues. This approach would additionally
remove any unwillingness to pay obstacles which may limit adoption and application.
The tool is valuable for extension activities, particularly in the Grazing Land Management
area.
It is proposed that the recommendations above would be formalised through a fourth phase
of the Stocktake Plus app project.
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